
Jet Plane Trip

Sean Paul

Baby girl, cah yuh don't stop pose and yuh look good inna clothes
And yuh pretty like rose and di sitn expose
All day
All day, bring it my way
Chillin' under the island breeze
Met di G's on the block, we be blazin' trees
All day
All day, bring it my way
Gimme gimme gimme gimme gimme calamity
Touchin' me, touchin' me, touchin' touchin' on my kitty
Lovin' we lovin', we lovin' lovin' for the city
when we runnin', runnin' upon it
Backaz yuh getting cause yuh nuh inna missionary
Hand to attention, hail di military
Set inna position when mi up inna yuh belly
Ready, I'm ready, my girl are you ready?

Bring mi yuh body cause mi fascinated

How yuh swerve and a dip and yuh jeans fit to hip
Whine pon di tip, I waan yuh gi mi di grip
Buckle up baby girl like a jet plane trip
Hot like a fire, animal instinct
See di weed, yah me girl, jus put it pon yuh lip
Wid di Gin wid di juice mi waan yuh fi tek a sip
Party wi start it, a yuh mi a pick
Girl, I wanna handle yuh biz
I love di way that yuh turn up and twist
Girl, I wanna handle yuh biz
I wanna handle yuh just like this
Girl, nuh fight it, loving how yuh style it
I like it, loving how yuh style it
Excited, you love when I ride it
I like it, got you hypnotized

Baby girl, cah yuh don't stop pose and yuh look good inna clothes
And yuh pretty like rose and di sitn expose
All day
All day, bring it my way
Chillin' under the island breeze
Met di G's on the block, we be blazin' trees
All day
All day, bring it my way
Gimme gimme gimme gimme gimme calamity
Touchin' me, touchin' me, touchin' touchin' on my kitty
Lovin' we lovin', we lovin' lovin' for the city
when we runnin', runnin' upon it
Backaz yuh getting cause yuh nuh inna missionary
Hand to attention, hail di military
Set inna position when mi up inna yuh belly
Ready, I'm ready, my girl are you ready?

Bring mi yuh body cause mi fascinated
How yuh swerve and a dilike Rose and yuh jeans fit to hip
Whine pon di pit, I waan yuh gi mi di geip
Buckle up baby girl like a jet plane trip
Hot like a fire, animal instinct
See di weed, yah me girl, jus put it pon yuh lip



Wid di Gin wid di juice mi waan yuh fi te a sip
Party wi start it, a yuh mi a pick
Girl, I wanna handle yuh biz
I love di way that yuh turn up and twist
Girl, I wanna handle yuh biz
I wanna handle yuh just like this
Girl, nuh fight it, loving how yuh style it
I like it, loving how yuh style it
Excited, you love when I ride it
I like it, got you hypnotized

Sun down, roof up
Look good, na na too buff
Bad bwoy jus' a line up
And a tell mi seh dem woulda love fi join up
Diamonds on me, diamonds on me dancing
If I really got you ain't the question
Baby make it rain when I'm dancing
Baby make it rain when I dance

Wooo, when yuh put it pon me
Wooo, when yuh put it pon me
Wooo, when yuh put it pon me
Wooo, when yuh put it pon me
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